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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the identity of the missing elements following the three 

variants of Mandarin VP-ellipsis, ye-shi, ye/ (que)-Aux , and ye/ (吵吵-V. Each of these 

is surveyed from the points of view of adverbial deletion, backwards anaphora, 

island effects, pragmatic antecedents, the third reading, and indefinite correlates. In 

line with Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun, Choueiri, and Hornstein (2001), we propose a 

movement and resumption analysis, assuming that the base-generated empty cate

gory after each variant is motivated to be raised to the initial position of the second 

conjunct for further construal with its correlative antecedent, in order to fulfill the 

topic-comment predication between conjuncts. Each empty category is licensed by a 

head remnant, shi, Aux, or V. We find that the semantically-rich licensing heads, 

Aux and V, differ from the semantically-bleached focus marker shi, in that they 

provide the following empty categories with definite clues to their referents. This 

further leads to legitimacy regarding backwards anaphora, pragmatic antecedent, 
the third reading, and even the use of a resumptive device for island amelioration. 

That is why resumption, as a last resort in syntax, can interpret the island repair 

effect in the cases of ye/ (que)-Aux/V , especially when the movement of the nominal 

or predicate operator is blocked by islands. In contrast, a ban on resumption causes 

ye-shi to strictly respect island effects. Finally, we conclude that the empty cate-
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gories can be a variab峙， resumptive element, and even E-typeρ呵， which refers to an 

indefinite NP correlate. 

Key Words: VP-ellipsis, operator movement, variable, resumptive pronoun, 

E-type pro, island repair effect 

1. Introduction 

In the literature, there are two main approaches to the interpretations of the 

missing materials after VP-ellipsis. One is the Pro-form analysis (Bach and Par

tee 1980, Rooth 1981, Klein 1987, Chao 1987, Lobeck 1995, Hardt 1993, 1999, etc.); 

the other is the LF structure approach with two variants: the PF-deletion and 

LF-copying analysis. In PF-deletion analysis, the missing constituent is deleted 

at PF but remainsintact at LF (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, Fox 2000, Huang 

1988, 1991, Otani and Whitman 1991, Li 2002, Wu 2002, etc.). As to LF-copying 

analysis, the missing material is truly empty until copying the parallel elements 

from the antecedent clause is implemented at LF (Fiengo and May 1994, Li 2007, 
etc.). The purpose of this study is to interpret the syntactic identity of the un

pronounced materials after the three variants of Mandarin VP-ellipsis, ye-shi, 
ye/(que}-Aux, and ye/(que}-V in a uniform way.1 Each of them will be empiri-

1. Ai (2006) has also done a thorough survey on Mandarin VP-ellipsis. Against Goldberg's 
(2003) diagnostics on Mandarin VP-ellipsis, he proposes that according to the degree of the 
pragmatic/linguistic control (strong, weak, extremely weak), the possible analyses of the 
null object in the Null Object Constructions (NOCs), our ye-V here, can be analyzed as a 
ρ仰， variable, null epithet, or VPE in disguise (deletion) in terms of Sag's (1976) and Han司
>mmer and S嗯's (1976) typology of anaphora. In addition, he considers ye-shi as an 
instance of deep anaphora, not an instance of vPE. As to his modal licensed vPE, our 
ye-Aux here, its distribution is regulated by a necessity factor, a negative morpheme 
(stripping-like), or a negative morpheme along with modal, all of which can be accounted 
for either via PF-deletion or via the interpretative approach, depending on which perspec
tive the analysis has taken. 
In this work, we will not take Ai's (2006) analyses into account, mainly because of the 
tremendous differences in judgment with respect to the pragmatic control and the deep 
anaphora analysis of ye.shi type, both of which are oppositely considered as surface ana
phora in this work, close to the intuition of Li (2002) and Li (2007). In order to exclude some 
idiolectal or dialectal factor, our study is only concerned with the VP-ellipsis with overt 
antecedent clauses, the so-called syntactically controlled environment in Ai (2006). Exam
ples with the pragmatic antecedents, the strong pragmatic control in the sense of Ai (2006), 
will be partially discussed but only for the purpose of discriminating the three variants. 
Also, the Antecedent Contained Deletion (ACD) in Mandarin is not within the scope of this 
study. 
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ca l1y surveyed from the angles of adverbial deletion, backwards anaphora, 
island effect, pragmatic antecedents, the third reading, and fina l1y indefinite 
correlates. We will show that either the LF仗了ucture analyses or the true empty 
category analysis (TEC, Li 2007) fails to satisfactorily interpret a l1 these phe
nomena. Therefore, we propose a movement and resumption analysis along the 
veins of Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun, Choueiri, and Hornstein (2001) on the basis of 
the assumption that the base-generated empty category after each variant has to 
be raised to the initial position of the second conjunct. This movement is moti
vated by the topic-comment predication between conjuncts for the purpose of fur司

ther construal with its correlative antecedent in the first conjunct. Each empty 
category has to be licensed by a head, shi , Aux, or V. It is found that the semanti峭

ca l1y-rich licensing heads, Aux and V, differ from the semantica l1y-empty focus 
marker shi in their ability to provide the fo l1owing subcategorized empty cate
gories with a kind of strong clue to their references, making them analogous to a 
pronominal element with referentiality. This further leads to their legitimacy in 
the respects of backwards anaphora, pragmatic antecedent, the third reading 
and even resumptive device for island repair. That is the reason why resumption 
as a last resort in syntax can interpret island repair effect in the cases of ye/ 
(que}-Aux/V , especia l1y when a nominal or predicate operator movement is 
blocked by islands. On the contrary, ye-shi strictly observes island effect due to 
its ban on resumptive use. Fina l1y, we come to the conclusion that the empty 
categories can be a variable derived from movement, a resumptive element 
bound by the operator, or an E-type 戶ro referring to an indefinite NP correlate. 

This paper is organized as fo l1ows. Section 2 briefly introduces the types of 
Mandarin VP-el1ipsis. Section 3 focuses on the comparison of the three variants. 
Section 4 discusses the difficulties of the LF-structure analyses and TEC analy
sis. Section 5 analyzes the identity of the missing part in each variant. Section 6 
concludes this paper. 

2. The Categories of VP-ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese 

There are three types of VP-ellipsis genera l1y studied in Mandarin Chinese, 
including ye-s衍， ye-Aux, and ye-V, as shown in (1)-(3), respectively. The obliga
tory adverb ye responds to the correlate clause affirmatively by means of a con
trast, indicating that the new information Lisi in the elided clause has the same 
property as Zhangsan in the correlate clause. The syntactic structures of the 
missing materials vary, inclusive of IP, VP, or DP (Li 2002, Li 2007), which are 
licensed by different heads, shi ‘be', Modal, or V, respectively (Lobeck 1990, 1995, 
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Saito and Murasugi 1990). 

(1) a. Zhangsan chi pingguo, Lisi ye shi [IP e] 
Zhangsan eat apple Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan eats apples, and Lisi does, too.' 

b. Zhangsan bu chi pingguo, Lisi ye shi [IP e] 
Zhangsan not eat apple, Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan doesn't eat apples, and Lisi doesn屯， either.' 

(2)a. Zhangsan hui qu meiguo, Lisi ye hui [vp e] 
Zhangsan will go the United States Lisi also will 
‘Zhangsan will go to the United States, and Lisi will, too.' 

b. Zhangsan bu hui qu meiguo, Lisi ye bu hui [vp e] 
Zhsansan not will go the United States Lisi also not will 
‘Zhangsan won't go to the United States, and Lisi won屯， either.' 

(3)a. Zhangsan chi pingguo, Lisi ye chi [DP e] 
Zhangsan eat apple Lisi also eat 
‘Zhangsan eats apples, and Lisi does, too.' 

b. Zhangsan bu chi pingguo, Lisi ye bu chi [DP e] 
Zhangsan not eat apple Lisi also not eat 
‘Zhangsan doesn't eat apples, and Lisi doesn屯， either.' 

We observe that (que)-Aux and (que)-V correspond to ye-Aux and ye-V in the 
categories of the missing parts but differ in the optionality of the adverb que 

‘however', which, contrary to ye, responds to the previous correlate negatively. 
Thus, the contrastive new information Lisi in the elided clause does not have the 
same property as Zhangs，仰 in the correlate clause, as shown in (4) and (5).2 

2. The sequence (que)-shi ‘however be' seems to be a counterpart of ye-shi; however, it is 
disallowed as in (ia). Its ungrammaticality may be caused by the semantic conflict between 
que ‘however' and shi ‘恤， (Wei 2009). The former is a negative polarity marker (~P， Laka 
1990, Soh 2007, etc.), indicating that the meaning of the missing part in the second conjunct 
is contrary to that of the first conjunct, while the latter is a positive/affirmative one (cf. 
Soh 2007). This assumption can be verified if we change the affirmative shi to the copula 
verb shi ‘be' as in (ib). In this case, que-shi is licit. For more details of this analysis, the 
readers can refer to Soh (2007) and Wei (2008, 2009). 

(i) a. *Zhangsan yao qu meiguo, dansi Lisi (que) shi. 
Zhangsan will go the United States but Lisi however be 
‘Zhangsan will go to the United States, but Lisi doesn't.' 

b. Zhangsan bu shi ribenren, danshi Lisi (que) shi. 
Zhangsan not be J apanese but Lisi however be 
‘Zhangsan is not a Japanese, but Lisi is.' 
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(4) a. Zhangsan yao qu meiguo , dansi Lisi (que) bu yao [vp e]. 
Zhangsan will go the United States but Lisi however not will 
‘Zhangsan will go to the United States, but Lisi won't.' 

b. Zhangsan bu yao qu meiguo, dansi Lisi (que) yao [vp e]. 
Zhangsan not will go the United States but Lisi however will 
‘Zhangsan won't go to the United States, but Lisi will.' 

(5) a. Zhangsan meiyou chi pingguo, dansi Lisi (que) chi le [DP e].3 
Zhangsan not-Perf eat apple but Lisi however eat Part. 
‘Zhangsan hasn't eaten the apple, but Lisi has.' 

b. Zhangsan chi pingguo, dansi Lisi (que) bu chi [DP e]. 
Zhangsan eat apple but Lisi however not eat 
‘Zhangsan eats apples, but Lisi doesn't.' 

Therefore, by taking into account the types of idiosyncratic heads as well as 
the adverbials ye and que, Mandarin VP-ellipsis can be categorized into three 
variants, ye-shi, ye/ (que)-Aux , and ye/ (que)-V. 

3. Comparison of the Three Variants 

3.1 Adverbial deletion 

When manner adverb appears in the correlate clause of the three variants, 
the elided parts of ye-shi and ye/ (que)-Aux retain the meaning of the same man
ner adverb as in (6a, b), while that of ye/ (que)-V does not as in (6c). This supports 
the analyses of the Li (2002), Xu (2003) and Li (2007), all of whom claim that the 
discrepancy results from the different syntactic categories of the missing mate
rials. Ye-shi and ye/ (que)-Aux omits an IP and a vP, respectively; thus, their 
missing parts naturally contain the manner adverbs. In contrast, ye/ (que)-V 

elides a DP on the surface or a VP (Li 2002), excluding the possibility of the 
omission of the vP-level manner adverbs.4 

(6)a. Zhangsan hen kuaile-di likai-le, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan very happy-Di leave-Asp Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan left happily, and Lisi left happily, too.' 

3. Abbreviations used in this paper: Perf= perfective marker; Part=particle; Prog=progres
sive marker; Cl=classifier; Asp=aspectual marker; De=appositive clause marker, rela
tive clause marker, possessive marker, or modifier marker; Di=adverbial marker; Pass= 
passive marker; NOM=nominative case; GEN=genitive case; ACC=accusative case. 

4. Li (2002) asserts that ye-shi is derived from vP-deletion and ye-V from VP-ellipsis. 
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b. Zhangsan hui hen kuaile-di likai, Lisi ye hui. 

Zhangsan w i11 very happy-Di leave Lisi also w i11 
‘Zhangsan w i11 1eave happi1y, and Lisi w i11 1eave happily, too.' 

c. Zhangsan hen kuai1e-di zai kang baozhi, Lisi ye zai kang. 
Zhangsan very happy-Di Prog read newspaper Lisi also Prog read 

‘Zhangsan is reading newspaper happily, and Lisi is reading newspaper, 
too.' 

Hence, the distribution of the adjuncts within VP-ellipsis shows that the three 

variants manifest different syntactic sizes of ellipsis, which lead to the various 

interpretations, as w i11 be demonstrated below. 

3.2 Backwards anaphora 

Lobeck (1995) follows Langacker's (1966) observation that the elided VP in 

English obeys the backwards anaphora constraint, which bears on the fact that 
an ellipsis can precede but not command its antecedent (Langacker 1966).5 In 

Mandarin VP-ellipsis, only ye/ (吵吵-Aux and ye/ (que)-V observe this constraint, 
while ye-shi does not (Li 2007). 

(7)a. *Wo zhidao Lisi ye shi [e], Zhangsan hen renzhen.6 
1 know Lisi also be Zhangsan hen diligent 

‘1 know Lisi is also diligent, and Zhangsan is d i1igent.' 

5. One of the reviewers questions whether it is a kind of anti-c-command constraint. We have 
to admit that the constraint adopted by Lobeck (1995) is not specifically formulated. The 
examples in (i) can be used to illustrate the constraint. In (ia), the ellipsis site precedes its 
antecedent and is embedded in a subordinate clause without c-commanding its antecedent. 
Therefore, it is grammatical. In (ib), even though the ellipsis site precedes its antecedent, it 
still can c-command the antecedent in the conjoined clause. Hence, the sentence is illicit. 
Apparently, the definition of ‘command' in Langacker (1966) is distinctive from that of the 
'c-command' in Reinhart (1981) with respect to the (non-)commanding status of the ellipsis 
site in (ib). However, this will not affect the result of the test. 

(i) a. Because Sue didn't [e], John ate meat. 
b. *Sue didn't [e] but John ate meat. 

6. We do not use adjunct clause as in (ia), because even in non-backwards context, it is illicit 
as in (ib). 

(i) a. *Yinwei Lisi ye shi, Zhangsan hen renzhen. 
Because Lisi also be Zhangsan very diligent 
‘Because Lisi works diligently, Zhangsan works diligently.' 

b. *Zhangsan hen renzen yinwei Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan very diligent because Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan works diligently because Lisi works diligently.' 
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b. Yinwei Lisi bu yao [e], suoyi wo yiding yao lai. 
Because Lisi not want so 1 certainly want come 
‘Because Lisi didn't, 1 had to come.' 

c. Yinwei Lisi bu nian [e], suoyi wo dei duo nian yi-bian kewen. 
Because Lisi not read so 1 have.to more read one-Cl text 
‘Because Lisi didn't, 1 had to read the text one more time.' 

(7a) indicates that the correlate of 戶-shi has to precede it; otherwise, the sen
tence fails. In contrast, both ye/ (que)-Aux and ye/向ue)-V tolerate “backwards" 
anaphora. We will see that the similar difference also occurs in island effect. 

3.3 Island effect 

The missing parts of ye-shi , ye/ (que)-Aux , and ye/ (que)-V behave different1y 
with respect to the island effect. We observe that the interpretation of ye-shi is 
subject to the island effect, whereas those of ye/ (que)-Aux and ye/ (que)-V are 
not. The latter manifests the so-called “island repair effect" (Ross 1969). 

When the elided clause as a whole is within an adjunct island in (8) or a 
complex NP island in (9), ye-shi fails to get out of the island to connect with its 
antecedent; in contrast, ye/ (que)-Aux and ye/ (que)-V can naturally transcend the 
island to search for their appropriate antecedents. 

(8) a. *Zhangsan tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan agrees with this plan, because Lisi does.' 

b. Zhangsan hui tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye hui. 
Zhangsan will agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also will 
‘Zhangsan will agree with this plan, because Lisi will.' 

c. Zhangsan tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye tongyi. 
Zhangsan agree this酬Cl plan because Lisi also agree. 
‘Zhangsan agrees with this plan, because Lisi does. 

(9)a. *Wo zhaodao-le [[Zhangsan tou dongxi de] zhengju], dan wo zhao-bu-dao 
1 find-Asp Zhangsan steal thing De evidence but 1 find-not-out 

[[Lisi ye shi [e] de] zhengju]. 
Lisi also be De evidence 

‘1 have found evidence to prove that Zhangsan stole something, but 1 cannot 
find the evidence to prove that Lisi also stole something.' 

b. Wo zhaodao-le [[Zhangsan hui tou dongxi de] zhengju], dan wo 
1 find-Asp Zhangsan may steal thing De evidence but 1 
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zhao-bu-dao [[Lisi ye hui [e] de] zhengju]. 
find-not-out Lisi also may De evidence 
‘1 have found evidence to prove that Zhangsan may steal something, but 1 
cannot find the evidence to prove that Lisi also may steal something.' 

c. Wo zhaodao-le [[Zhangsan tou qian de] zhengju], dan wo zhao-bu-dao 
1 find-Asp Zhangsan steal money De evidence but 1 find-not-out 
[[Lisi ye tou [e] de] zhengju]. 

Lisi also steal De evidence 
‘1 have found evidence to prove that Zhangsan stole money, but 1 cannot 
find the evidence to prove that Lisi also stole money.' 

The similar phenomenon also occurs when the islands are located in the corre
late clauses. In (10a), ye-shi merely denotes matrix reading, since it cannot reach 
into the sentential subject island to derive the embedded reading, whereas ye

Aux and ye-V in (10b, c), respectively, only refer to the correlates in the 
sentential subject islands to derive the embedded readings. This discrepancy 
shows that ye/向ue)-Aux and ye/ (吵吵-V are referentially stronger than ye-shi in 
the sense of correlate-remnant relationship. Thus, the former makes the penetra
tion of the island possible, while the latter, lacking the referentiality, can only 
have the default matrix reading. 

(10)a. [Zhangsan tou-le Mali de qian] hen bu hao, Lisi ye shi. (Matrix) 
Zhangsan steal-Asp Mary De money very not good Lisi also be 

‘(lit.) That Zhangsan stole Mary's money is not good, so is the fact that 
Lisi has the same situation.' 

b. [Zhangsan hui tou Mali de qian] hen bu hao, (tingshuo) Lisi ye 
Zhangsan may steal Mary De money very not good hear 

hui. (Embedded) 
立lay

Lisi also 

‘(lit.) That Zhangsan may steal Mary's money is not good, and (it is heard 
that) Lisi also may steal Mary's money.' 

c. [Zhangsan tou-le Mali de qian] hen bu hao, (tingshuo) Lisi ye 
Zhangsan steal-Asp Mary De money very not good hear Lisi also 

tou-le. (Embedded) 
steal-Asp 
‘(lit.) That Zhangsan stole Mary's money is not good, and (it is heard that) 
Lisi also stole Mary's money.' 

Similarly, in appositive clause (l1a), ye-shi only has matrix reading. In contrast, 
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ye-Aux/V in (l1b, c) can merely denote the embedded reading rather than the 
matrix reading. That is, the Aux and V have to correspond to their own counter
parts in the antecedent clause even if the correlates are within the islands. The 
same asymmetry between ye-shi and ye/ (que}-Aux/V also occurs in the adjunct 
islands as demonstrated in (12). 

(11) a. Zhangsan di-yi-shijian dezhi [Lisi qiang yinhang de xiaoxi], Laowang 
Zhangsan the-first-time know Lisi rob bank De news Laowang 
ye shi. 
also be. 
‘Zhangsan immediately gets the news that Lisi has robbed the bank, so 
does Laowang (immediately gets the news that Lisi has robbed the bank).' 

b. Zhangsan di-yi-shijian dezhi [Lisi yao qiang yinhang de xiaoxi], 
Zhangsan the-first-time know Lisi will rob bank De news 
(tingshuo) Laowang ye yao. 
hear Laowang also will 

‘(lit.) Zhangsan immediately gets the news that Lisi is going to rob the 
bank, (it is heard that) so is Laowang (going to rob the bank).' 

c. Zhangsan di-yi-shijian dezhi [Lisi qiang yinhang de xiaoxi], (tingshuo) 
Zhangsan the-first-time know Lisi rob bank De news hear 
Laowang ye qiang-le. 
Laowang also rob-Asp 
‘(lit.) Zhangsan immediately gets the news that Lisi has robbed the bank, 
(it is heard that) so has Laowang (robbed the bank).' 

(12)a. Zhangsan [yinwei ta tou-le qian] cai bei tuixue, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan because he steal-Asp money then Pass drop.out Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan dropped out of school because he had stolen money, so did Lisi 
(drop out of school because he had stolen money). 

b. Zhangsan [yinwei ta hui tou qian] cai bei tuixue, (tingshou) 
Zhangsan because he may steal money then Pass drop.out hear 
Lisi ye hui. 
Lisi also may 
‘(lit.) Zhangsan drops out of school because he may steal money, (it is 
heard that) so may Lisi (steal money).' 

c. Zhangsan [yinwei ta tou-le Mali de qian] cai bei tuixue, 
Zhangsan because he steal-Asp Mary De money then Pass drop.out 
(tingshou) Lisi ye tou-le. 
hear Lisi also steal-Asp 
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‘(lit.) Zhangsan dropped out of school because he had stolen Mary's 
money, (it is heard that) so had Lisi (stolen Mary's money).' 

However, (1泊， c) and (12b, c) may still have the matrix reading if the Aux or 
V is in the position of the matrix clause as shown in (13a, b). In (13a), the Aux hui 
‘can' in the second conjunct can refer to the higher or the lower hui, either of 
which generates an idiosyncratic meaning. By contrast, the head yao ‘want' in 
(13b) merely refers to the matrix-scope reading when there is no correspondent 
verb in the embedded clause. In this case, the embedded reading is hard to obtain. 
Building on these facts, 1 assume that the semantic content of the head that 
licenses missing material is closely related to the amelioration of the island 
effect. 

(13) a. Zhangsan [yinwei ta hui tou qian] cai hui bei tuixue, (tingshou) 
Zhangsan because he may steal money then will Pass drop.out hear 
Lisi ye hui. 
Lisi also may /will 
‘(lit.) Zhangsan will drop out of school because he may steal money, (it is 
heard that) so may Lisi (steal money).' 
‘(lit.) Zhangsan will drop out of school because he may steal money, (it is 
heard that) so will Lisi (drop out of school).' 

b. Zhangsan yao dating Lisi qiang yinhang de xiaoxi, (tingshuo) 
Zhangsan want find.out Lisi rob bank De news hear 
Wangwu ye yao. 
Wangwu also want 
‘Zhangsan wants to find the news that Lisi robbed the bank, and Wangwu 
also wants to (find the news that Lisi robbed the bank)." 

Without island constraint, ye-shi can freely have either matrix or embedded 
reading in the first conjunct as in (14a) and also can easily transcend the embed
ding clause in the second conjunct in (14b). As will be shown later, these facts 
still support our observations on the island restriction of ye-shi. 

(14)a. Zhangsan zhidao [Lisi chi-le na-ke pingguo], Laowang ye shi. 
Zhangsan know Lisi eat-Asp that-Cl apple Laowang also be 
‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang 
also certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple.' 
‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang has 
also eaten the apple.' 
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b. Zhangsan hen nuli, wo zhidao [Lisi ye shi]. 
Zhangsan very diligent 1 know Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan is very diligent, and 1 know that Lisi is also very diligent.' 

3.4 Pragrnatic antecedents 

If an anaphora can sustain in a certain pragmatic context in lack of linguis
tic antecedent, it is considered a deep anaphora (Hankamer and Sag 1976, Chao 
1987). Along this vein, ye-shi cannot refer to a pragmatic antecedent and definite
ly requires a linguistic antecedent (Li 2002, Li 2007) as in (15a). It should not be a 
deep anaphora. In contrast, the other two variants in (15b, c) can refer to a prag
matic antecedent as deep anaphora. 

(15) a. [When Zhangsan plays basketball with his friends, one of whom is Lisi, 
Laowang is just passing by with his friends. He turns to one of his friends 
and says:] 
*Laowang: Lisi ye shi [e]. 

Lisi also be 
‘So does Lisi (play basketball).' 

b. [When Zhangsan takes a walk with his friends, he sees Lisi playing basket
bal1. He turns to his friends and says:] 
Zhangsan: wo ye hui [e]. 

1 also can 
‘So can 1 (play basketball).' 

c. [Zhangsan is apt to be distracted in c1ass and is always more interested in 
looking at the scenery outside. On the contrary, Lisi is always paying his 
attention to the teacher. But today, Lisi is absent-minded and also turns 
his head to look outside. The teacher has noticed his distraction, pointing 
at Lisi and saying:] 
Teacher: ]intian ni ye >can [e]. 

Today you also see 
‘So did you (1ook outside) today.' 

3.5 The third reading 

The different variants of VP-ellipsis in Mandarin do not affect their sloppy 
and strict interpretations as in (16). That is, factors such as different syntactic 
categories and referentiality of the missing parts do not have an effect on the 
derivation of the strict and sloppy readings. 
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(16) a. Zhangsan xihuan tade laoshi, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan like his teacher, Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan likes his teacher, and Lisi likes Zhangsan's teacher, too.' 
‘Zhangsan likes his teacher, and Lisi likes Lisi's teacher, too.' 

b. Zhangsan hui piping tade laoshi, Lisi ye hui. 
Zhangsan will crititize his teacher, Lisi also will 
‘Zhangsan will criticize his teacher, and Lisi criticizes Zhangsan's teacher, 
too.' 
‘Zhangsan will criticize his teacher, and Lisi criticizes Lisi's teacher, too.' 

c. Zhangsan da-le tade erzi, Lisi ye da-le. (Xu 2003) 
Zhangsan hit-Asp his son Lisi also hit-Asp 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, and Lisi hit Zhangsan's son, too.' 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, and Lisi hit Lisi's son, too 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, and Lisi also hit someone else.' 

Interestingly, in (16c), it is possible for ye/ (que)-V to have the third reading, 
as first noted by Xu (2003), who analyses ye/ (que)-V as a contextually
determined Null Object Construction (NOC), being able to produce the third 
reading under any appropriate context. Along this line of thinking, Li (2002) 
claims that only if the verb is an activity verb, not a stative or resu1tative verb 
can the third reading be generated. In contrast, Ai (2006) argues that verb type is 
not the crucial factor for the derivation of the unspecified reading, which, how
ever, is counterevidence to the parallelism between Mandarin VP-ellipsis in dis
guise and English VPE, since it is prohibited in English.7 Ai (2006:160) attributes 
this unspecified reading to the [+animate] null object, which can be used 
deictically as a ρro to refer to any possible referent in the context.8 So far , it 

7. Below, we will argue that verb type does play a role in determining the identity of the 
empty categories. 

8. Ai (2006) claims that the example in (i) containing action verbs and [-animate] objects actually 
lacks the unspecified third reading. It proves 由at it is the animacy of the object, not the 
verb type that plays a role here. Intuitively, we side with Li (2002) in the interpretation that 
all the three readings, including strict, sloppy, and unspecified third reading, exist in (ib). 

(i) a. Zhangsan shao-le tade fang-z i. 
Zhangsan burn-Asp his house 
‘Zhangsan burnt his house.' 

b. Lisi ye shao-le. 
Lisi also burnt-Asp 
‘Lisi also burnt Zhangsan's house.' 
‘Lisi also burnt Lisi's house.' 
'Lisi also burnt something.' 
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seems that the third reading may be triggered by at least three factors: the verb 
remnant, the null object, and the contexL The issue will not pose a problem to 
the other two variants (ye-shi and ye/ (que)-Aux) , since their VO sequences have 
already been elided_ 

3.6 Indefinite correlates 

Another phenomenon pertinent to the VO relationship is the impact of indef啊

inite correlates_ When the object of the antecedent clause is an indefinite NP, ye/ 
(qu吵-V behaves differently from the other two. In (17a, b), the person that Zhan
g8αn likes is not necessarily the same as the one that Lisi likes. But in (17c), the 
persons that Zhangsan and Lisi like turn out to be the same one. 

(17)a. Zhangsan xin-li hen xihuan yi-ge ren, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan heart-in very like one-Cl person Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan likes someone, and Lisi likes someone, too.' 

b. Zhangsan hui yizhi xihuan yi-ge ren, Lisi ye hui. 
Zhangsan may always like one-Cl person Lisi also may 
‘Zhangsan will always like someone, and Lisi may always like someone, 
too.' 

c. Zhangsan xin-li hen xihuan yi-ge ren, Lisi ye hen xihuan. 
Zhangsan heart-in very like one-Cl person Lisi also very like 
'Zhangsan likes someone, and Lisi also likes the one that Zhangsan likes.' 

Interestingly, when the indefinites are replaced with NPs denoting kind, generic 
or definite reading, non-parallelism in (17c) disappears and the object in question 
can be faithfully recovered back as in (18). 

(18)a. Zhangsan hen xiang yi-gen zhugan, Lisi ye hen xiang. (Kind) 
Zhangsan very resemble one-Cl bamboo Lisi also very resemble 
‘Zhangsan looks like a bamboo, and Lisi looks like a bamboo, too.' 

b. Zhangsan hen xihuan ribenren, Lisi ye hen xihuan. (Generics) 
Zhangsan very like J apanese Lisi also very like 
‘Zhangsan likes J apanese people, and Lisi likes J apanese people, too.' 

c. Zhangsan hen xihuan na-ge ren, Lisi ye hen xihuan. (Definites) 
Zhangsan very like that-Cl person Lisi also very like 
‘Zhangsan likes that person, and Lisi likes that person, too.' 

而Te observe that it is the verb type that affects the interpretation of indefinite. 
The definite descriptive reading in (17c) occurs when the V is a stative verb such 
as xihuan ‘like'. The other types of verbs, such as verb of creation or verb of 
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using, cannot generate such a reading. Given Diesing's (1992) analysis, existential 
closure reading of indefinite will faithfully be recovered in (19). In addition, (19b) 
has an extra “copy reading" if the books that Zhangsan and Lisi buy happen to 
be the same. It is different from the definite description reading in (17c). 

(19)a. Zhangsan gai-le yi-dong fangzi , Lisi ye gai-le. (Verb of creation) 
Zhangsan build-Asp one-Cl house Lisi also build-Asp 
‘Zhangsan has built a house, and Lisi has built a house, too.' 

b. Zhangsan mai-le yi-ben shu, Lisi ye mai-le. (Verb of using) 
Zhangsan buy-Asp one-Cl book Lisi also buy-Asp 
‘Zhangsan bought a book, and Lisi bought a book, too.' 

Further, another distinction between stative verb and verbs of creation and using 
lies in the interaction between VP-ellipsis and Isomorphic Principle (Huang 
1982), which regulates that the c-commanding relationship between two 
quantifier phrases remains the same either at SS or at LF. Unlike English, Man
darin Chinese respects this principle.9 When verbs of creation and using are in 
use, the scope of me已~e ‘every' is wider than that of indefinite NP either in the 
first or the second conjunct in (20). Indefinite NPs are faithfully recovered under 
the scope of me智e 'every'. 

(20)a. Meige nansheng dou xie-le yi-feng xin, meige nusheng ye 
every boy a l1 write-Asp one-Cl letter every girl also 
xie-le. (every>one) 
write-Asp 
‘Every boy writes a letter, and every girl writes a letter too.' 

b. Meige nansheng dou mai-le yi-ben shu, meige nusheng ye 
every boy a l1 buy-Asp one-Cl book every girl also 
mai-le. (every>one) 
buy-Asp 
‘Every boy bought a book, and every girl bought a book, too.' 

However, in the case of stative verb, Isomorphic Principle is violated due to the 
fact that the definite interpretation of the missing material will cause semantic 
conflict in scope between the first and the second conjunct. In (21), the scope of 
mezge ‘every' is wider than that of indefinite NP in the first conjunct, while the 
order is reverse in the second conjunct, violating the parallelism and causing 

9. For a different view on Isomorphic Principle between English and Mandarin Chinese, the 
readers can refer to Aoun and Li (1993) for more details. 
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anomaly_ This observation ensures that there does exist a stative/non-stative 
verb distinction with respect to the interpretation of ye/ (que)-V. 

(21) a. *Meige nansheng dou xihuan yi-ge laoshi, meige nusheng ye 
every boy all like one-Cl teacher every girl also 
xihuan. (*one>every) 
like 
‘Every boy likes a teacher, and every girl likes the one that every boy 
likes.' 

b. *Meige nansheng dou xihuan yi-ben shu, meige nusheng ye 
every boy all like one-Cl book every girl also 
xihuan. (*one>every) 
like 
‘Every boy likes a book, and every girl likes the book that every boy 
likes.' 

Moreover, verbs of creation and using behave different1y from the stative 
verbs in the context of (que)-Neg-V. In the former case such as (22), the correlate 
liang-ben-shu ‘two books' will not be faithfully reconstructed into the target 
clause. It is because the negator mei ‘have not' in the second conjunct does not 
negate the correlate sequence du-le liang-ben-shu ‘read two books' and because 
the scope of negation is not over the quantifier liang ‘two'. Since if the scope 
relation (not>two) does exist, the second conjunct should entai1 the meaning 
that Lisi may possibly read just one book. However, no such meaning is implied, 
except the meaning that ‘Lisi didn't read any book,' which is translated as Lisi 
mei du shu in Mandarin_ It indicates that the mei here only negates the verb 
phrase du shu ‘read-book'. If that is the case, it follows that in (22), only the bare 
NP shu ‘book' is lost after the verb du ‘read'. In contrast, no such number reduc
tion occurs in the case of stative verbs as in (23). The missing material after 
xihuan ‘like' exact1y refers to the entity liang-ben shu ‘two books' in the first 
conjunct. Therefore, this discrepancy lends support to the fact that there is a 
stative/non吼叫ive asymmetry in the elucidation of ye/ (que)-V. 

(22)Zhangsan du-le liang-ben shu, dansi Lisi que mei du 
Zhangsan read-Asp two-Cl book but Lisi however not read 
((*liang-ben) shu). 

two-Cl book 
‘Zhangsan read two books, but Lisi didn't read any book.' (*not>two) 
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(23)Zhangsan hen xihuan liang-ben shu, Lisi (que) bu xihuan. 

Zhangsan very like two-Cl book Lisi however not like 

‘Zhangsan likes two books, but Lisi doesn't like the ones that Zhangsan 

likes.' 

4. Two Possible Accounts 

4.1 PF -deletion or LF -copying 

Neither PF-deletion (Li 2002, Wu 2002, Xu 2003, Soh 2007) nor LF-copying 

can explain the discrepancy between ye-shi and ye/向ue}-Aux/ V with respect to 

backwards anaphora, pragmatic antecedent and island effect.10 Under the notion 

of LF reconstruction in the deletion or the copying analysis, the backwards ana

phora of ye-shi in (24a) is expected to be as grammatical as the other two types in 

(24b, c). However, this prediction is not borne out.11 

(24) a. *W 0 zhidao Lisi ye-shi ac立了æffie立， Zhangsan hen renzhen. 

1 know Lisi also be very diligent Zhangsan hen diligent 

'1 know Lisi is also diligent, and Zhangsan is diligent.' 

10. In line with Laka (1990), Soh (2007) further assumes that the polarity projection ~P can be 
headed by either a negative marker like bu- 'not' or a zero affirmative marker. Given head 
licensing requirement on ellipsis (Zagona 1988, L6pez 1994, Lobeck 1995), the dummy shi 
licenses the elided ~P， while auxiliaries like neng and English do license the elided vP. 
The advantage of this analysis is that it can naturally explain illegitimacy of * bu-shi ‘not 
be' by claiming that emphatic shi, not the copular verb shi, is inherently higher than nega
tion, as shown in (i). 

(i) [TP T [I:P ~ [M<叫 Mod [vp v [vP V ]]]]] 
Dummy Aux shi bu- Aux neng Verb shi 

Even if Soh's analysis sheds light on the structure of VP-ellipsis, showing that Dummy shi 
is higher than the modals and the copula shi, it still fails to account for the backwards 
anaphora, pragmatic antecedent and island effect, as will be elaborated below in terms of 
the PF-deletion approach. 

11. Xu (2003) asserts that ye-Aux and ye-shi are much closer to English VP-ellipsis than ye-V 
with respect to adverbial deletion. He further argues that ye-V is different from English 
VP-ellipsis in deletion anaphora and availability of the third reading. His analysis implies 
that ye-Aux and ye-shi may be derived from ellipsis just like their English counterparts. 
Based on these facts, 1 regard them as a type of PF-deletion. On the other hand, it also 
implies that ye-V is definitely not a result of ellipsis but a null object construction (NOC, cf. 
Section 3.5). Actually, Xu does not provide any analysis for the identity of the null object. 
But the concept of the null object somehow matches the resumptive pronoun analysis 
proposed in this paper. 
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b. Yinwei Lisi bu yao l-ai, suoyi wo yiding yao lai. 
Because Lisi not want come so 1 certainly want come 
‘Because Lisi didn't, 1 had to come.' 

c. Yinwei Lisi bu nian ke那en， suoyi wo de duo nian yi-bian kewen. 
Because Lisi not read text so 1 have to more read one-Cl text 
'Because Lisi didn't, 1 had to read the text one more time.' 

The pragmatic antecedent also poses a problem to the identity of the miss
ing materials of VP-ellipsis in either the deletion or the copying analysis. It is 
because without linguistic antecedent, it is impossible for the LF-structure ap
proach to be interpreted, even if the missing antecedent is contextually acces
sible (Hardt 1993, López 1995). In addition, the discrepancy between ye-shi and 
戶/向ue}-Aux/V in this respect is also left unresolved. 

The same dilemma also happens when it comes to “island effect" of ye-shi 
and “island repair effect" of y官/ (que}-Aux/V. The LF-structure approach fails to 
predict the different behaviors between ye-shi in (25a) and ye/ (吵吵-Aux/V in 
(25b, c), when the second conjunct is surrounded by an adjunct island. 

(25) a. *Zhangsan tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye shi tongyi zhe ge j ihua 
Zhangsan agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also be agree this-Cl plan 

‘Zhangsan agrees with this plan, because Lisi did.' 
b. Zhangsan hui tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye hui tongyi zhe ge 

Zhangsan will agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also will agree this-Cl 
其hua.

plan 
‘Zhangsan will agree with this plan, because Lisi will.' 

c. Zhangsan tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye tongyi zhe ge jih口a.

Zhangsan agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also agree this-Cl plan 
‘Zhangsan agrees with this plan, because Lisi does. 

Moreover, the LF吼叫cture approach cannot answer the questions, such as 
why the 戶-shi type always owns the matrix scope reading when an island exists 
as in (26a) and why the ambiguity occurs in the embedded structure as in (26b). In 
addition, the fact that an island does not block the ambiguity in ye/ (que}-Aux in 
(27) with a corresponding Aux in either the matrix or the embedded clause is also 
beyond the prediction of this analysis. 

(26)a. Zhangsan [yinwei ta tou-le qian] cai bei tuixue, Lisi ye 
Zhangsan because he steal-Asp money then Pass drop.out Lisi also 
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shi. (Matrix) 
be 
‘Zhangsan dropped out of school because he had stolen money, so did Lisi 
drop out of school because he had stolen money.' 

b. Zhangsan yiding zhidao [Lisi chi-le na-ke pingguo], Laowang ye 
Zhangsan certainly know Lisi eat-Asp that-Cl apple Laowang also 
shi. 
be 
‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang 
also certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple.' (Matrix) 
‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang has 
also eaten the apple.' (Embedded) 

(27) Zhangsan [yinwei ta hui tou dongxi] cai hui bei tuixue, (tingshou) 
Zhangsan because he may steal thing then will Pass drop.out hear 
Lisi ye hui. 
Lisi also may 
‘Zhangsan will drop out of school because he may steal, (it is heard that) Lisi 
also may (steal something).' 
‘Zhangsan will drop out of school because he may steal, (it is heard that) Lisi 
also will (drop out of school because he may steal).' 

As to the availability of the third reading, no doubt, the extra reading is 
contextually bound, not linguistically bound. That is, neither PF-deletion nor 
copying analysis can derive this reading from the correlative position in the 
antecedent clause. Finally, we believe that the LF-structure approach calls for 
extra mechanisms to be able to cope with the non-parallel reading caused by 
indefinite object of the stative verb, as depicted in Section 3.6. In other words, 
both PF-deletion and LF-copying fail to interpret all the issues in question. 

4.2 True empty category (TEC) analysis 

Li (2007) excludes the object position of ye-V to be a Pro in terms of the 
Generalized Control Rule (GCR) (Huang 1984, 1989) and the Disjointness require
ment of the Binding Principle B.12 Given GCR, the pronominal null object is sup-

12. Huang (1984, 1989) suggests that on the basis of the similarities between PRO andρ仰， he 
proposes a Generalized Control Theory to account for the behaviors of [ +pronominal] 
empty category in all human languages. That is, under his model, there are only three 
types of empty categories: NP-trace, variable, and pro/PRO. This theory are defined as 
follows. 
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posed to be coindexed with the closest NP, the subject. This vio1ates the Binding 
Princip1e B, requiring that a pronomina1 must be free within its governing cate
gory. Thus, the null object cannot be a pronomina l. Meanwhi1e, it is not a vari
ab1e, either, since it does not observe is1and effect. Without any fitting category 
to assign to it, she claims that a true empty category (TEC) with on1y categoria1 
feature , such as [+ N] and [ + V] comes into p1ay as a 1ast resort to fulfill the 
sub-categorization requirement of the remnant head. In fact , given Li's ana1ysis, 
the missing materia1 after ye-Aux is a1so a TEC, due to its non-variab1e and 
non-pronoun characteristics. Even though the TEC ana1ysis is quite successfu1 
and promising in its simp1e stipu1ation beyond the 1imited candidates of empty 
categories in the traditiona1 ana1ysis, severa1 prob1ems still arise. 

The TEC is considered a 1ast resort in syntax when the empty category is 
not recognized as one of the avai1ab1e categories in the GB tradition, such as 
NP-trace, variab1e, or Pro. Its property is a null comp1ement E with mere 
categoria1 feature , the status of which is determined by sub-categorization of the 
heads, shi , Aux, and V in VP-ellipsis. In that sense, the TEC ana1ysis seems to 
succeed in being ab1e to solve the identity di1emma of the missing materia1s 
under the GB approach, especially in conformity with the spirit of the Bare 
Phrase Structure (Chomsky 1994). Li has made many efforts on providing evi
dence to prove that the empty E is indeed empty syntactically. For examp1e, the 
contrast between (28) and (29) resu1ts from the fact that given the existence of 
TEC in VP-ellipsis, it is impossib1e to move anything out of the empty category 
to the re1ative head as in object re1ativization (28), except that the existence of 
re1ative head has nothing to do with the true empty category such as adjunct 
re1ativization in (29a) and subject re1ativization in (29b). 

(28) [[ ta bu hui xihuan e de] xuexiao] gen [[ women bu hui *(xihuan) de] 
he not will 1ike De schoo1 and we not will like De 

xuexiao] shi yiyang de. 
schoo1 be same De 
'The schoo1 that he will not like is the same as the schoo1 we will not (like).' 

(i) Generalized Control Rule 
An empty pronominal is controlled in its control domain (if it has one). 

(i i) Control Domain 
αis the control domain for βif it is the minimal category that satisfies both (a) and 

(b): 
a.αis the lowest S (IP) or NP that contains (i) 已， or (ii) the minimal maximal category 

containing ß (henceforth, MMC(β)) 
b.αcontains a SUB]ECT accessible to β. 
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(29)a. [[ta bu hui xihuan xuexiao de] liyou] gen [[women bu hui (xihuan 
he not will like school De reason and we not will like 

xuexiao) de] liyou] shi yiyang de. 
school De reason be same De 
‘The reason why he will not like school is the same as the reason we will 
not (like school).' 

b. [[e hui xihuan xuexiao de] ren] gen [e bu hui (xihuan xuexiao) de] 
will like school De person and not will like school De 

ren] shi yiyang de. 
person be same De 
‘The people that willlike school are the same as the person that will not 
(like school).' 

In line with this argument, it is expected that the null element after ye-shi also 
follows the same derivational process. However, as (9a) shows, as repeated 
below, even though the head of the gapless relative is not from the empty vP, the 
sentence is still out. It indicates that the missing material after ye-shi may not be 
related to the so-called TEC. 

(9)a. *Wo zhaodao-Ie [[Zhangsan tou dongxi de] zhengju], dan wo zhao-bu-dao 
find-Asp Zhangsan steal thing De evidence but 1 find-not-out 

[[Lisi ye shi de] zhengju]. 
Lisi also be De evidence 

‘1 have found evidence to prove that Zhangsan stole something, but 1 cannot find 
the evidence to prove that Lisi also stole something.' 

Furthermore, posited that the properties of TEC only differ in sub
categorized categorial feature and the Visibility Condition, it still cannot 
explain the discrepancies between ye-shi pattern and ye/ (que}-Aux/V pattern in 
backwards anaphora, pragmatic antecedent, island effect, the availability of the 
third reading, and the effect of indefinite correlate, since each of these is closely 
related to the factors such as referentiality and derivation of the empty cate
gories as well as the syntactic and semantic properties of the licensing heads and 
correlates.13 In the following section, we will show that our analysis can account 

13. It is suggested by one of the reviewers that a non-uniform approach is also an alternative. 
For example, given TEC analysis, ye-V andye-Aux may be derived in a similar way where
as ye-shi is derived in another way. By the same token, under Xu's (2003) approach, ye-Aux 
and ye-shi are derived in a similar way whereas ye-V is derived differently. However, what 
we are trying to achieve in this work is a uniform analysis for VP-e1lipsis. 
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for all of the phenomena based on the original repertoire of empty category 
without postulating any new category such as TEC. We consider resumption as 
the last resort in syntax (Shlonsky 1992, Kroch 1981 , Fox 1994) instead of other 
devices such as TEC (Li 2007) or movement (Chomsky 1993). 

5. Solution 

The missing materials of ye/ (que)-V and ye/向ue)-Aux can successfully refer 
to their correlates in the contexts of backwards anaphora, island, and pragmatic 
antecedent, in contrast to that of ye-shi. Their unique behaviors especially mani
fest in the scope of reading, which is set by the heads, Aux and V. When they 
refer to the counterparts within island, there is only embedded reading as shown 
in (10)-(13). When they refer to the ones in the matrix clause, only the matrix 
reading is derived. From these facts, we can infer that the heads, Aux and V, 
serve as referential indexes of the missing materials, which help to identify the 
correlates. What is more, Aux and V not only license the empty categories to 
satisfy the ECP but also denote specific semantic meanings, differing from the 
semantically-bleached shi. We assume that their solid semantic contents provide 
the following subcategorized empty categories with a kind of strong clue to their 
reference, analogous to the referentiality that a pronominal element owns.14 

That is the reason why we propose that ye/ (que)-Aux/V , opposite to ye-shi, can 
refer to the antecedent inside the islands (island repair effect) via resumption, 
outside of the first conjunct (pragmatic antecedent), or backwards in referential 
direction (backwards anaphora). 

The missing materials after ye/向ue)-V and ye/ (que)-Aux differ not only in 
category but also in content. We propose that the status of the null object in ye/ 
(que)-V varies not only with the presence or absence of the island but also with 
the types of antecedent and verb. In line with Shlonsky (1992) and Aoun, Choueiri, 
and Hornstein (2001) (ACH hereafter), we consider resumption as a last resort in 
syntax. When there is no island, the null object is a variable left by operator move-

14. A reviewer questions whether Aux can assign the “strong referentiality" to the following 
empty category, since it is not a theta-assignment element. Here, we are trying to argue 
that the empty category after Aux behaves just like the one after V due to the fact that 
both Aux and V share several common properties. First, they denote clear meanings. Sec
ond, V selects a nominal object and Aux selects a CP jIP complement in the sense of Lin 
and Tang (1995), as will be discussed in Section 5.3. Even though CP jIP may not be as
signed a Case, they may obtain theta-role from Aux, either deontic or epistemic. Honcoop 
(1998:8) also casts doubt on the notion of referentiality in Rizzi (1990). We admit that such 
notions need to be defined in a formal way. 
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ment (copy); when an island intervenes, it is a base-generated resumptive pro
noun (RPs) bound by a base-generated operator in front of the elided clause 
(binding). In addition, when the antecedent is an indefinite NP, the null element 
following the stative verb is identified as a definite description, which is inter
preted as an E-type pronoun in the sense of Evans (1977, 1980). The null VP after 
ye/ (que)-Aux is a verbal pro-form or null epithet, which is also bound by an 
operator in front of the second conjunct. Evidence from VP-fronting also shows 
that verbal resumption is also a last resort. This leads us to infer that the null 
element after ye/ (que)-Aux may be derived from either movement or binding, 
resembling that of ye/ (que)-V. Since ye-shi observes island effect, we propose 
that the verbal null element is purely derived from the operator movement. 

5.1 Movement and resumption analysis of ye/ (que)- V 

We have observed that when the correlate is a human R-expression, definite 
or generic nominal as in (3個， b, c), respectively, the overt pronouns such as ta 

'he' or tamen ‘they' can occur in the corresponding elided positions. In the non
human cases as in (30d, e), the overt pronoun is generally prohibited in Mandarin 
Chinese. 

(30) a. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi!, wo ye xihuan (ta止 (R-expression) 
Zhangsan like Lisi 1 also like him 
‘Zhangsan likes Lisi, and 1 also like him.' 

b. Zhangsan da-le na-ge ren j, Wangwu ye da-le (tai). (definite) 
Zhangsan hit-Asp that-Cl person Wangwu also hit-Asp him 
‘Zhangsan hit that person, and Wangwu also hit him.' 

c. Zhangsan chang jiechu ribenren!, Lisi ye chang jiechu 
Zhangsan often contact J apanese Lisi also often contact 
(tamen止 (generic)

them 
‘Zhangsan often contacts J apanese, and Lisi also often contact them.' 

d. Zhangsan xihuan na-zhi mao! , Lisi ye xihuan (*ta!),l5 

Zhangsan like that-Cl cat Lisi also like it 
‘Zhangsan likes that cat, and Lisi also likes it.' 

e. Zhangsan xihuan hua !, Lisi ye xihuan (*ta!). 
Zhangsan like flower Lisi also like it 
‘Zhangsan likes flower , and Lisi also likes i仁，

15. The inanimate noun phrases in Mandarin Chinese are generally not allowed to be 
pronomialized, except that they are personalified in definite cases. 
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The pronoun ta or tamen also occurs within islands as in (31a-c), except in the 
non-human cases in (31d-e). 

(31) a. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi j, [yinwei wo ye xihuan (tai)l 
Zhangsan like Lisi because 1 also like him 
‘Zhangsan likes Li泣， because 1 also like him.' 

b. Zhangsan da-le na-ge re間 wo xiangxi [[Wangwu ye da-le (taj) 
Zhangsan hit-Asp that.Cl person 1 believe Wangwu also hit-Asp him 
de] shuofal 
De saying 
‘Zhangsan hit Lisi, and 1 believe the saying that Wangwu also hit him.' 

c- Zhangsan chang jiechu ribenren j, [yinwei Lisi ye chang jiechu 
Zhangsan often contact J apanese because Lisi also often contact 
(tamenj)l 
them 

'Zhangan often contacts J apanese, because Lisi also often contacts them.' 
d. Zhangsan xihuan mao j, [[yinwei Lisi ye xihuan (*taj)]l 

Zhangsan like cat because Lisi also like it 
‘Zhangsan likes cat, because Lisi also like i仁，

e. Zhangsan xihuan hu缸， wo xiangxi [[Lisi ye xihuan (*taj) de] shuofal 
Zhangsan like flower 1 believe Lisi also like it De saying 
‘Zhangsan likes flower , and 1 believe the saying that Lisi also likes i仁，

From (30-31), we may assume that the third person human pronoun is a strong 
pronoun, while the third person non四human pronoun is a weak pronoun usually in 
its covert form. It follows that there is no obvious distinction between them with 
respect to islandhood in VP-ellipsisJ6 The fact that the empty categories after 
ye/ (que)-V can be replaced with typical pronouns 的 or tam的l except for the 
non-human cases implies that they may be pronominalsρer se. 

Based on the fact that ye/ (que)- V does not exhibit island effect, we pro國

pose that the idea of resumption as a last resort in syntax may provide a way to 
approach the island violation (Shlonsky 1992 and ACH 2001). ACH (2001) further 
categorize resumption of Lebanese Arabic into two kinds of resumptive pro
nouns. The apparent resumptives are the ones relating to theif antecedents via 
movement (copy), whereas the true resumptives are the ones relating to their 
antecedents via binding. More specifically, this analysis considers true resump-

16. This is different from Lebanese Arabic, in which island effect has impact on strong pro甸

noun, but not weak pronoun (ACH 2001). 
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tion as a last resort in the sense that from economy point of view, it costs less to 
relate an antecedent with a resumptive expression via movement than via bind
ing (Shlonsky 1992 and ACH 2001). Given this notion, when there is no island in 
VP-ellipsis as in (30) , the null object is preferably taken as a variable created by 
operator movement (copy), resembling apparent resumption; when there is an 
island intervening as in (31), it is a base-generated resumptive pronoun (RPs) 
bound by a base-generated operator in front of the elided clause (binding), which, 
in turn, are co-referential with the appropriate correlates in the antecedent 
clause just like true resumption. Since the operator and the pronoun are both 
base-generated and stay in situ, the locality problem will not arise. This natu
rally explains the lack of island effect of this category. Moreover, this resump
tion analysis can avoid the problem posed by the construal of nominal 戶ro in ye/ 
向ue)-V， which will be excluded by both Generalized Control Rule (Huang 1984, 
1989) and Disjointness requirement of Binding Principle B, as claimed by Li 
(2007). 

The movement and resumption analysis can also explain the fact that ye/ 
向ue)-V can refer to its antecedent within the islands of the antecedent clause as 
in (10c, llc, and 12c). Take (10c) for instance. In this case, the operator with 
definite clue from the head, tou ‘steal', can be raised to the initial position of the 
second conjunct, from where it is ready for further construal with its correlate in 
the first conjunct via strong binding. Here, the corresponding verb tou ‘steal' 
plays the role of index to direct this construal to the right antecedent Mali de 
qzan ‘Mary's money', making the embedded reading possible. In the light of 
ACH's (2001) resumption analysis, the motivation of the operator movement has 
two-fold. One is for the reason of economy, since Move (Copy) costs less in this 
analysis; the other is for the fulfillment of the topic-comment predication (Wil
liams 1980) between conjuncts by virtue of the reference of the resumptive pro
noun with the appropriate correlate in the first conjunct via strong binding. 

(IO)c. [Zhangsan tou.leMali de qianl] hen bu hao, [OPI [(tingshuo) [Lisi ye 
Zhangsan steal-Asp Mary De money very not good hear Lisi also 

tou. le tl]]]. (Embedded) 
steal-Asp 
‘(lit.) That Zhangsan stole Mary's money is not good, and (it is heard that) Lisi 
also stole Mary's money.' 

The resumptive property of ye/ (que)-V gains more support from the availa
bility of the third reading. In fact, the origin of the third reading has been widely 
disputed in Li (2002) , Xu (2003) , and Ai (2006). So far, the issues of concern are: (i) 
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“Does it jeopardize this resumptive analysis?" and (ii) “What is the status of the 
empty category being responsible for the third reading?" First of all , the anteced
ent of the third reading may exist in the discourse and it is not always the argu
ment of the previous conjunct. We assume that it is not a variable caused by 
movement due to the “ island repair effect" in (32). Further, the possibility of 戶均
is excluded under GCR and Binding Principle B. NP-trace is also not feasible , 
since the antecedent is in discourse, not in the argument position. We propose 
that resumptive pronoun analysis can help explain the ambiguity in (32) through 
the operator in front of the second conjunct. It can either be bound by a fitting 
correlate in the antecedent clause or be bound by a pragmatic antecedent. The 
former may induce the sloppy/strict reading (Sag 1976, Williams 1977, Otani and 
Whitman 1991) and the latter the third reading. 

(32)Zhangsan da-le tade erzi, [OP1 [yinwei Lisi ye da-le RP1]]. 

Zhangsan hit-Asp his son because Lisi also hit-Asp 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, because Lisi hit Zhangsan's son, too.' (Strict reading) 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, because Lisi hit Lisi's son, too (Sloppy reading) 
‘Zhangsan hit his son, because Lisi also hit someone else.' (Third reading) 

Here, two problems still arise. First, how can we explain those VP-elided struc
tures in lack of the third reading? To solve this problem, we will take side with 
Li (2002) on the view that the lack of the unspecified reading is attributed to the 
verb types other than action verb .17 That is, only the RP of an action verb owns 
the capacity of referring to an unspecified antecedent in context.l8 Thus, the ye/ 
(que)-V without the third reading does not pose a problem to the resumption 
analysis. 

Secondly, the resumptive pronoun analysis is also challenged by the non
parallelism caused by negation, as repeated below in (22). In fact , this can be 
taken as a proof to the operator-resumptive pronoun analysis. Negation as an 
inner island (Rizzi 1990) will block the movement of QP liang-ben shu ‘two 

17. Ai (2006) offers a different view. For more details, please refer to Note 8. 
18. In Li (2002), the unspecified reading is derived from a reanalysis process of nominalization 

of the action verb. The logical object of the nominalized verb is implied in the discourse. In 
fact , this analysis has not discussed the real identity of the null object. Here, we try to 
define it as a RP. 

(i) Bi1l ye [vp [v DO] [NP piping]] 
Bi1l also criticism 
'Bi1l also did the process of criticism.' 
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books'. In this case, resumption as a last resort is implemented to connect with 
the operator, which can only refer to the bare NP shu ‘book' within the potential 
indefinite correlate liang-ben-shu ‘two books'. In line with Lin (2003), it is prob
ably because the negation of the verb du ‘read' means that the event du ‘read' 
has not occurred yet, so that the number of books being read is irrelevant. 

(22)Zhangsan du-Ie liang-ben shu, dansi Lisi (que) mei du 
Zhangsan read-Asp two-CI book but Lisi however not read-Asp 
(( * liang-ben) shu). 

two-CI book 
‘Zhangsan read two books, but Lisi didn't read any book.' 

The use of the empty resumptive pronoun in (32) is not unique to VP-ellipsis. 
In the literature, it is often used to escape the island effects in other construc
tions, such as relative clauses and topic clauses. For example, in Aoun and Li's 
(2003), resumptive pronoun is used to explain the island amelioration phenome
non with respect to relativization as in (33a). The resumptive pronoun 的百im' is 
base-generated and coindexed with the operator in the Spec of Comp, which, in 
turn, is referred to the relative head, xuesheng ‘student' across the adjunct island. 
In addition，明TU (1993) also asserts that resumption as a last resort can rescue 
island violation in relativization and topicalization (33b) by inserting overt pro
noun 仿制m' at PF. The difference between (32) and (33) lies in the fact the 
resumptive pronoun is covert in VP-ellipsis (cf. (30)-(31)), while it is overt in the 
relativization and topicallization. In that sense, the “empty" resumptive use of 
pronoun is a unique property of VP-ellipsis, in conformity with the essence of 
ellipsis. 

(33)a. Wo xiang kan [na-ge [ni [yinwei *(ta!) bu hui lai] hen shengqi de] 
1 want see that-Cl you because he not will come very angry De 
[ xuesheng]!] 
student 
‘1 want to see the student that you are angry because he would not come.' 

b. Li鈍， wo kan-guo [[ [*(taj) mai] de ] shu]. 
Lisi 1 see-Asp he buy De book 
'Lisi, 1 saw the book that he bought.' 

In brief, we try to argue that the missing materials after ye/ (qu吵-V is 
produced either by movement or resumption. Evidence shows that the empty 
categories in question are either variables or resumptive pronouns, depending on 
whether the island exists or not. 
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5.2 E-type pro analysis of Ye/ (que)- V 

The interpretation of Mandarin VP-ellipsis becomes more complicated 
when the object NP in the antecedent clause of ye/ (que)- V is indefinite. As shown 
in (1 7)一(23) ， verb type also plays a role in identifying null object. When the stative 
verb is used, the meaning of the empty category is very close to a definite 
description, relating to the previous event in the first conjunct, as repeated below 
in (17c). The null object can also be realized as the overt pronominal 扭扭m'

when the antecedent is human. 

(17)c. Zhangsan xin-li hen xihuan yi-ge ren, Lisi ye hen xihuan (ta). 
Zhangsan heart-in very like one-CI person Lisi also very like him 
‘Zhangsan likes someone, and Lisi also likes the one that Zhangsan likes.' 

We propose that the null element is just like a covert counterpart of E-type pro
noun in the sense of Evans (1977, 1980) in (34). The E-type pronoun he in (3吐的 IS

interpreted as a definite description ‘the man who enters the room' in (34b). 

(34) a. If a man enters the room, he will trip the switch. 
b. If a man enters the room, the man who enters the room will trip the 

switch. 

This analysis can be verified by the following example with negative quantifier 
as in (35). Since there is no member of the set {x I person (x)} satisfying the 
antecedent predicate, the definite description of the empty pronoun after xihuan 
‘like' is illicit due to its presupposition of the existence of at least one member 
that satisfies the predicate. 

(35) *Zhangsan bu hui xihuan shenme-ren, Lisi ye bu hui xihuan. 
Zhangsan not will like what-person Lisi also not willlike 

'*Zhangsan does not like someone, and Lisi doesn't like the one that Zhang-可

san likes.' 

TheE句rpe pronoun analysis differs from Ai's (2006:146-149) Top E-type 戶ro
but resembles Huang's (1991) null epithet analysis. Ai claims that when the ante
cedent clause contains an overt indefinite Topic, Top in front of the target 
clause may be taken as a null donkey pronoun (E-type pronoun), which is a defi
nite description, being referential with the indefinite Topic in the background 
utterance as in (36a, b). In addition, he also considers Huang's (1991) notion of 
null epithet as an alternative analysis as in (36c), which actually behaves like an 
E-type pronoun in this scenario. Obviously, the analysis that we have proposed is 
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much closer to Huang's suggestion and further reveals that the definite descrip

tion is closely related to the stative verb “in the target clause," not “in the ante
cedent clause." As illustrated in (36), although stative verb xihz的n ‘like' is not 

lexically identical to the verb of using mai ‘buy', the definite description is still 
derived. It shows that it is not derived from deletion, which requires strict syn
tactic parallelism (Fox and Lasnik 2003). 

(36) a. The background utterance that contains the discourse Topic: 
Zhangsan mai-le [TOPIC yi-ben shu]l. 
Zhangsan buy-Asp one-Cl book 
‘Zhangsan bought a book.' 

b. The target clause that contains the putative null Top and the object ρro: 

[[TOP prOE_type]戶， Wo yi-dianer dou bu xihuan [NP pro]IP]. 
1 one-bit all not like 

'1 do not like *(it) at all.' 
c. Wo yi-dianer dou bu xihuan [[NP-nulI ePlthet]1α ﹒ 

1 one-bit all not like 

1n summary, from Section 5.1 to Section 5.2, the missing materials of ye/ (que)-V 

can be classified into three types: variable, resumptive pronoun, and E-type pro
noun as illustrated in (37). The property they share is the strong referentiality 

coming from the licensing head, V , which can do without the island effect and 
can refer to backwards and pragmatic antecedents.19 

19. Takahashi (2008) argues that the missing material in (i) may be treated as an E-type pro
noun, referring to those teachers that Hanako respects, or as a null object resulting from 
argument ellipsis, with the interpretation that Taroo respects most teachers as well, 
which, however, can be different from the ones that Hanako respects. 

(i) a. Hanako-ga taitei-no sensei-o sonkeisiteiru. 
Hanako-NOM most-GEN teacher-ACC respect 
‘Hanako respects most teachers.' 

b. Taroo-mo e sonkeisiteiru. 
Taroo-also respect 
‘Taroo respects them, too.' 
'Taroo respects most teachers, too.' 

It seems that this analysis can shed light on the E-type reading in (37c) from the similar 
example as in Mandarin Chinese (ii), which contains the stative verb zunjing 'respect' and 
the indefinite QP correlate, dabufen-de laoshi ‘most teachers' denoting most of teachers in 
general. On the other hand, when the QP is interpreted as ‘most of the teachers in a certain 
set', closer to the definite (or specific) use in (18c), the operator in (37a) or (37b) will be 
triggered to refer to the same quantifier in the antecedent, meaning dabufen-de laoshi 
‘most teacher'. 
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(37)ye/ (que)-V 
a_ [_..NP correlatei....], [OP1 [ ...ye/ (que)-V ti]] 
b. [...NP correlatel... .], [OPI [Island ...ye/ (que)-V RPi]] 
c. [...indefinite NP correlatei], [...ye/ (que)-V E-type prol] 

5.3 Movement and resumption analysis of ye/ (que}-Aux 

(Movement) 
(Resumption) 
(Donkey) 

Concerning the missing material of ye/ (que)-Aux , we suggest that the selec
tion of VP complement of Aux can be realized from a different angle. According 
to Lin and Tang (1995) , the modal verb can be classified into two types: one is 
raising predicate related to epistemic modal , and the other is control predicate 
pertinent to deontic moda l. In that sense, the null complement of Aux can be 
either IP or CP, with a NP-trace or PRO subject in the respective correlates in 
(38). 

(38)a. Zhangsanl bu keneng [IP ti qu Riben], Lisi ye bu keneng [IP]. (Raising) 
Zhangsan not possible go J apan Lisi also not possible 
'It is impossible for Zhangsan to go to J apan, and it is impossible for Lisi 
to go to J apan, either.' 

b. Zhangsanl neng b PR01 chi ku], Lisi ye neng b ]. (Control) 

Zhangsan can eat bitterness Lisi also can 
‘Zhangsan can endure bitterness, and so can Lisi.' 

Therefore, it is quite feasible to say that Aux as a verbal element selects a null 
proposition IP or CP, not VP on the surface. If this view is on the right track, Li's 
(2007) observation on the contrast between the verb without case-marked 
nominal object and the one with case-marked nominal object can be taken into 
account to interpret the missing part of ye/ (que)-Aux. 

According to Li (2007), in terms of the Visibility Condition, the verbs such as 
zhidao ‘know' in (39a) can case-mark a nominal object, making empty comple
ment possible in (39b). In contrast, the verbs such as 何nwei/yiwei 'think' fail to 
case-mark any nominal object in (40a); thus, the null complement is not viable as 
in 抖。b). To salvage (40b), Li suggests that the elements such as zheme(yang) ‘凹，

(ii) a. Zhangsan hen zunjing dabufen司de laoshi. 
Zhangsan very respect most-De teacher 
‘Zhangsan respects most teachers.' 

b. Lisi ye hen zunjing e. 
Lisi also very respect 
'Lisi respects them, too' 
'Lisi respects most teachers, too.' 
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can be attached in the preverba1 positiol1, serving as the þro-form of a clause, as 
shown in (40c). N 0 doubt, the overt 戶ro -form zheme(yang) ‘so' refers to the correl也

ative proposition, even though it is located in the typica1 “adjunct" position (Li 
2007). 

(39)a. Wo zhidao na-jian shi. (Case-marked) 
1 know that-C1 matter 
'1 know that matter.' 

b. Wo zhidao [ni hen hao]; tamen ye zhidao [e] 
1 know you very good they also know 
‘1 know you are very good; they also know.' 

(40)a. *吼TO renwei/yiwei na-jian shi. (Uncase-marked) 
1 think/think that-C1 matter 

'1 thought/thought that matter.' 

b. *Wo renwei/yiwei [ta hen congming]; tamen ye renwei/yiwei [e]. 
1 think/think he very smart they also think/think 

‘1 thought that he was smart; they also thought.' 
c. W 0 renwei/yiwei [ta hen congming]; tamen ye zheme(yang) 

1 think/think he very smart they also so 
renwei/ yi wei. 
think/think 
‘1 thought that he was smart; they thought so, too.' 

The Auxs, such as keneng 'possible' and neng ‘can', in ye/ (que)-Aux pattern are 
similar to the bridge verbs renwei/yiwei ‘think' with respect to the fai1ure of 
case-marking to a nomina1 object and the selection of a proposition as comple
ment as in (是 1) and (38), respectively. 

(41)a. *Zhangsan bu keneng zhe-jian shi. 
Zhangsan not possib1e this幽C1 thing 

b. *Zhangsan neng zhe-jian shi. 
Zhangsan can this-CI thing 

ln line with the Visibi1ity Condition, (38) shou1d be excluded just as (40b). How
ever, contrary to this prediction, they are perfect. We further find that one more 
difference between the bridge verbs and the modals can be identified from the 
properties of their 戶ro-forms. ln (40c), on1y the bare zheme(yang) ‘so' can be 
attached in front of the non回case-marking bridge verb, wherea污 the modals in 
(42) are optionally fo l1owed by zheme(yang)羽tO ‘ so do' or zuo-tongyang / yiyang

dψshi ‘do the same thing'. That is, unlike the bridge verb, the Aux remnant in 
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VP-ellipsis can alternatively take either of the two non-bare verbal pro-forms as 
its complement_ They refer to the previous propositional correlates, such as chi 
戶zngguo ‘eat apple' in (42a) and qu riben ‘go to J apan' in (也b)_ Here, a problem 
arises: Why do the modals require the verb such as zuo ‘do' to co-occur with the 
clitic-like zheme(yang) , unlike those of the bridge verbs? We believe that it is 
closely related to the hierarchical position of adjunct-like zheme(yang) , which is 
always attached to a verb_ It means that the position of zheme(yang) is hierar
chically lower than modaL This assumption can be testified by adding a modal 
hui in front of zheme(y，αng) in (40c), which turns out to be legal, as predicted in 
(42c)_ 1n particular, the ρro-form after hui , zheme(y.αng) renwei / yiwei ‘so think' , 
can also be omitted_ 

(甚2) a_ Zhangsanl hui (cp PROI chi pingguo], Lisi ye hui [IP (zheme(yang)-zuo/ 
Zhangsan will eat apple Lisi also will so do 
zuo-tongyang/ yiyang -de-shi) l 
do-same-De-thing 
‘Zhangsan will eat apple, and so will Li泣，

b_ Zhangsani bu keneng [IP ti qu riben] , Lisi ye bu keneng [IP 
Zhangsan not possible go J apan Lisi also not possible 
(zheme(yang)-zuo) / zuo-tongyang/ yiyang-de-shi) l 
so do do-same-De-thing 

‘It is impossible for Zhangsan to go to J apan, and it is impossible for Lisi 
to go to Japan, either-' 

c_ Wo hui renwei/yiwei [ta hen congming]; tamen ye hui (zheme(yang) 
1 will think/think he very smart they also will so 
renwei/yiwei)_ 
think/ think 
'1 thought that he was smart; they will think so, too_' 

However, we also find that the verbal ρro-form zheme(y，αng)刑的 sometimes

cannot be used to refer to the previous proposition, especially when the Aux is 
denotic, denoting capability as in (43a) or when the sentence expresses irrealis 
meaning as in (43b)_ 1n such cases, only the 戶ro -form V -tongyang / yiyang-de-shi 
'd%ccur the same thing' can be used_20 

(43) a_ Zhangsanl neng (cp PR01 [kai che]], Lisi ye neng (*zheme(yang)-zuo)/ 
Zhangsan can drive car Lisi also can so do 

20. So far , we cannot explain why there is such a distinction. The issue awaits future explora
tIOn. 
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(zuo-tongyang/ yiyang -de翩 shi)

do-same-De-thing 
‘Zhangsan can drive, and Lisi can, too.' 

b. Jintianhui xiayu, mingtian ye hui (*zheme(yang)-fasheng)/ 
today will rain tomorrow also will so occur 
(fasheng -tongyang/ yiyang -d~-shi). 
occur -same-De-thing 
‘It will rain today, and it will do tomorrow.' 

Here, we propose that the 戶ro-form use of zheme(yang)羽的‘so do' or V-tongyang/ 

yiyang-de-shi ‘d%ccur the same thing' can be taken as a verbal resumptive epi
thet, which is used to ameliorate island violation.21 In the meantime, we still 
stick to the fact that resumption is a last resort especially when movement is 
inapplicable. As will be shown below, the verbal pro-form of do so in English 
strongly supports the analysis of verbal resumption. 

The analysis of the verbal form in English has been heatedly discussed. 
Stroik (2001) asserts that do is a light verb, which is merged with so as (44a), in 
which so represents the VP pro-form and do so the vP 戶ro-form. However, Had
dican (2007) holds that so is raised from an object NP and further incorporated 
with V under the light verb do in (44b).22 Building on these studies, we suggest 
that there may be two kinds of do so in Mandarin: zheme(yang)-zuo ‘so do' and 
V -tongyang / yiyang-de-shi ‘d%ccur the same thing'. Unlike English so , 
zheme(yang) is a clitic.可 like， adjunct-like element which is adjoin to vP and the 
verb zuo is raised from V to v position in the way of V-to-v movement. The 
verbal complex serves as a v P 戶ro-form under Aux as in (45a). On the other hand, 
in line with Haddican's analysis, tongyang / yiyang-de-shi in (45b) is taken as so in 
(44b), which acts like a placeholder for the verb under the light verb DO/OCCUR. 

(44)a. [v* do [vp so]] 
b. [vp do [vp SOI [NP tl]]] 

(是5) a. [vp zheme(yang) [vp zuo i [VP tl ]]] 
b. [vp DO / OCCUR [vP tongyang / yiyang-de-sh i, [NP tl]]] 

21. It can also be used as an empty verbal epithet. In Aoun and Choueiri's (2000) analysis, a 
nominal epithet can be used as a variable or resumptiveρro-form. Here, we extend this 
generalization to the verbal counterpart. 

22. At the expense of the light verb system, Sobin (2008) analyzes do 50 as a ρro 偷form ofVP or 
of V'. This claim mainly argues against Culicover and Jackendo缸's (2005) analysis that do 
50 cannot replace VP constituent. 
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The motivation of taking tongyang / yiyang-de-shi as a placeholder for verb comes 
from the following data in (46) and its Mandarin counterpart in (47)_ In (46) , the 
so holds the place for the VP fix the car in the following answer, and so does 
tongyang/yiyang-de-shi , holding the place for VP kai che ‘drive car' in (47)_ 

(46) A: If you haven't fixed the car yet, you should do so_ 
B: Sorry, do what? 
A: Fix the caL 

(47) A: Zhangsan hui kai che, Lisi ye hui zuo-tongyang/yiyang-de-shL 
Zhangsan can drive car Lisi also can do-same-De-thing 
‘Zhangsan can drive car, and Lisi can, too_' 

B: zuo shenme? 
do what 

A: kai che_ 
drive car 

Given that the proposed resumptive verbal ρro-form is on the right track, our 
analysis predicts that a predicate operator can be raised to the SpecCP of the 
second conjunct and bound with the predicate variable when there is no islands 
intervening and that a resumptive chain is formed between a base-generated 
predicate operator and a resumptive verbal pro-form when an island intervenes, 
as illustrated in (是8P3 Below, independent evidence will be given to support this 
inference_ 

(48) a_ [_.. v P correlatei.. -J, [OP1 [-_.ye/ (que)-Aux tl]] 
b. [...vP correlatel...], [OPi [island ...ye/(que)-Aux verbal RP1]] 

(Movement) 
(Resumption) 

Huang (1993) analyzes the phenomenon of VP-fronting in Mandarin as a sort 
of movement but without island effect, as shown in (49). When VP is fronted to 
the sentence-initial position without island intervening as in (49a), the reflective 

23. It is reminiscent ofλ-predicate proposed by Sag (1976) and Williams (1977) in interpreting 
English VP-ellipsis. However, the VP or predicate fronting proposed here occurs in overt 
syntax. Another analogy comes from Aoun and Li 's (2003) adjunct relativization. In 
adjunct relative c1ause, the operator, the equivalent of a PP, is interpreted with the NP 
head by mechanisms such as predication as in (i). With respect to ye/ (que)-Aux and the 
following ye-shi pattern, their operators, comparable to vP or IP (Li 2007, Li 2002), is 
bound by a corresponding correlate in the antecedent c1ause. 

(i) [b OP1 [IP ta [pp tl] xiu hao na-bu che de]] [Head fangfa]] 
he fix well that-Cl car De way 

‘the way he fixed that car' 
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ZZJZ ‘self' can refer to the subject wo '1'. In this case, the fronted VP, resembling a 
verbal operator, is linked with the trace via reconstruction. Interestingly, when a 
wh-island or a relative island intervenes as in (49b, c), respectively, the sentences 
are still legitimate. It indicates that the connection between the trace and the 
fronted VP is not affected by the islands. Meanwhile, we also find that just like 
(4妞， b), the resumptive verbal 戶ro-form zheme(yang)-zz的‘so do' can optionally 
appear in (49a, b, c). Along this vein, we can infer that the resumptive VP þro

form is used not only in VP-ellipsis but also in VP-fronting. In particular, the 
“covert" resumptive epithet can be used in the cases of island intervention in 
(4鉤， c). We propose that resumption is the reason why VP-fronting does not 
observe island effect. As to (49a), given resumption as a last resort, we propose 
that the VP-fronting is implemented via movement for the reason of economy. 

(49)a. [piping zijij-de pengyou]1, WOj juedui bu hui tl/zheme(yang)-zuo. 

criticize self-De friend 1 definitely not will so do 
'Criticize my friend , 1 definitely will not (do so).' 

b. [piping zijirde pengyou], ni xiangzhidao [sheij hui-bu司hui

criticize self-De friend 
(zheme(yang)-zuo)] ne? 
so do Part 

you wonder who can-not-can 

'Criticize his friend , who is the x such that you wonder whether he will (do 
so)?' 

c. [piping zijij-de pengyou], Lisi renshi [[juedui bu hui (zheme(yang)-

criticize self-De friend 
zuo) de] renj]. 
do De person 

Lisi know definitely not will so 

'Criticize my friend, he knows the person who will not (do so).' 

Accordingly, the island repair effect in (8b) and (9b) and the occurrence of 
the embedded reading within an island in (10b, llb, and 12b) can also be satisfac
torily interpreted under this analysis, in parallel with the corresponding cases in 
ye/ (que)-V. Take (8b) and (12b) for example, as repeated in (50a) and (50b), 
respectively. In (50a), the adjunct island is repaired by the chain between the 
base-generated predicate operator and the Aux-licensing null verbal resumptive 
戶ro-form. The operator-resumptive chain is referred to the previous verbal corre
late tongyi zhe-ge jihua ‘agree this plan' via strong binding. On the other hand, in 
(50b), the predicate operator can be fronted to the initial position of the second 
conjunct without hindrance. Even though the matrix predicate bei tuixue ‘drop 
out' seems to be the nearest antecedent to the operator, the strong referential 
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chain licensed by the Aux hui ‘may' still can refer to the embedded correlate tou 

q的n ‘steal money' by the direction of the embedded Aux h衍， acting as an index 

to guide the operator to be referential with the predicate after it. The indexing 

use of Aux can gain further support from the example like (13a), repeated as (51) , 
in which the operator can ambiguously either construe the predicate after the 

embedded hui or the one after the matrix hui. 

(50) a. Zhangsan hui [tongyi zhe-ge jihua]l, [OP1 [yinwei Lisi ye hui null 

Zhangsan will agree this-Cl plan 

verbal RP i ]]. 

because Lisi also will 

‘Zhangsan will agree with this plan, because Lisi wil l.' 
b. Zhangsan [yinwei ta hui [tou qian]l] cai bei tuixue, [OP1 

Zhangsan because he may steal money then Pass drop.out 

(tingshou) [Lisi ye hui tl]]. 

hear Lisi also may 

‘(lit.) Zhangsan drops out of school because he may steal money, (it is 

heard that) so may Lisi (steal money).' 

(51)Zhangsan [yinwei ta hui [tou qian]l] cai hui [bei tuixue]j , [OPl/j 

Zhangsan because he may steal money then will Pass drop.out 

(tingshou) [Lisi ye hui tlJJ ].2是

hear Lisi also may/will 

24. A similar sentence in (i), raised by a reviewer, is taken as a challenge to our analysis. 

(i) Zhangsan yinwei ta yao mai che cai yao jie qian; 羽Tangwu ye yao. 
Zhangsan because he want buy car then want borrow money Wangwu ye want 
‘Zhangsan wants to borrow money because he wants to buy a car, and Wangwu does, 
too.' 

It seems that the co-indexing between the null operator and its antecedent cannot guaran
tee if there is a closer possible antecedent intervening. Theoretically, the elided entity can 
never be interpreted as having its antecedent in the island because of the closer antecedent 
}ze qzan ‘borrow money', contrary to our claim that ye-Aux can obtain embedded reading 
when its correlate is embedded in the island. Below, we are going to demonstrate that the 
problem can be solved by virtue of the unique indexing properties of Aux. 
From the contrast in (12b) and (13), we have clearly depicted that the scope of reading of 
ye-Aux totally depends on the location of its Aux correlate. When it is embedded in the 
island as in (12b), the embedded reading is generated. When it is in the matrix clause as in 
(13b), the matrix reading is obtained. In addition, when the Aux correlate occurs in both 
matrix clause and embedded island as in (13a)/(51), ambiguity arises. Building on these 
facts, we still stick to our proposal that the construal of covert predicate operator (OP) is 
directed by the head-licensor Aux , which serves as a referential index. In particular, when 
the correlative indexes appear in more than one place as in (i) and (51), it is possible to have 
either the embedded reading or the matrix reading without causing intervention effect, 
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‘(lit.) Zhangsan wi11 drop out of school because he may steal money, (it is 
heard that) so may Lisi (steal money).' 
‘(lit.) Zhangsan wi11 drop out of school because he may steal money, (it is 
heard that) so wi11 Lisi (drop out of school).' 

In this section, we have tried to prove that both movement and resumption 
play a role in interpreting ye/ (que)-Aux , just as ye/ (que)-V. When VP fronting 
(movement) is blocked by island, the verbal resumptive þro-form comes into 
play; otherwise, the covert predicate is fronted to the initial position of the sec
ond conjunct and left with a variable. Certainly, the verbal resumptive 戶ro-form
and the trace of covert predicate operator are both head-licensed by the Aux, 
which ensures the validity of not only movement and resumption but also of the 
backwards anaphora and pragmatic antecedent in question. 

5.4 Movement analysis of ye-shi 

This section shows that the missing element after ye-shi is a variable derived 
from a verbal operator movement rather than a resumptive element. As describe 
in Section 3, the construal of ye-shi observes various island conditions (包，侃，
10a, lla, 12a) and fails in backwards anaphora (7a) and pragmatic antecedent 
(15a). Here, we would like to suggest that these properties can be approached 
from two directions. To begin with, we propose that the missing material of 
ye-shi is an empty category derived from movement, since the data show that it 
is strictly subject to the locality conditions. Second, the illicit uses of pragmatic 
antecedent and backwards anaphora point to the fact that the missing gap after 
ye-shi is not a referential element, not being able to tolerate the non-linguistic 
antecedent and backwards reference, compared with those of ye/ (que)-Aux/V. 
We believe that this difference lies in the content of the licensing heads. Even 
though Aux, V, and shi ‘be' are alllegitimate syntactic licensing heads, Aux and 
V differ from focus marker shi in the property that the former own specific and 
rich semantic content, whereas the latter is merely a semantically-impoverished 
emphatic marker. Thus, we may assume that it is the rich semantic content of 

since the reference of the OP is guided by any accessible corresponding Aux, not by 
Huang's (1984, 1989) GCR or by Higginbotham's (1980) “Accessibi1ity Condition". This 
c1aim can capitalize on (ii), which is il1egitimate due to the fact that the lack of Aux corre
late causes confusion in parsing. 

(ii) *Zhangsan yinwei mai che cai jie qian; Lisi ye yao. 
Zhangsan because buy car then borrow money Lisi also want 

‘(lit.) Zhangsan borrowed money because he bought a car, and Lisi also wants to.' 
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the licensing heads, Aux and V, that makes possible the phenomena that need 
strong referentiality, such as resumption via binding, backwards anaphora and 
pragmatic antecedent.25 1n contrast, the lack of these three characteristics in the 
case of ye-shi can be attributed to the semantically-bleached head shi. But what 
is the identity of the missing part after ye-shi, in comparison with ye/ (que}-Aux/ 
V? 1n the GB tradition, the pronominal PRO and 戶ro has been excluded from the 
viewpoints of island effect, GCR and Disjointness requirement. Here, there are 
still two choices left: variable and NP-trace. The latter is excluded because it is 
impossible for the empty propositional constituent (1P /TP) after ye-shi to be 
derived from NP-movement. Therefore, an operator-variable chain seems to be 
the answer. 

It follows that the fact that the operation-variable chain fails to refer to the 
pragmatic antecedent and backwards anaphora is caused by the semantically
impoverished licensing head shi, as shown in (52). 

(52)a. *[pragmatic context]l. [OP1 [...ye-shi tl]] (þragmatic antecedent) 
b. *OP1 [1 zhidao [Lisi ye-shi tl]], [......vP correlatel....] (backwards anaphora) 

With respect to the adjunct island and the complex NP island in (8a) and (9a), 
reproduced in (53), the operator cannot move across the islands to the initial 
position of the second conjunct to be strongly bound by the appropriate corre
late, as shown in (5甚). 1n this case, resumption cannot be employed as a last 
salvaging resort for the sake of the semantically-empty shi, which fails to assign 
the specific meaning to the chain. 

(53) a. *Zhangsan tongyi zhe-ge jihua, yinwei Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan agree this-Cl plan because Lisi also be 

‘Zhangsan agrees with this plan, because Lisi does.' 
b. *Wo zhaodao-le [[Zhangsan tou dongxi de] zhengju], dan wo zhao-bu-dao 

1 find-Asp Zhangsan steal thing De evidence but 1 find-not-out 

25. Boeckx (2003) argues against base-generated RP analysis and for a movement-oriented 
“stranding" analysis on the basis of some cross-linguistic generalizations about RPs. In 
addition to island insensitivity, for which he has listed some counterexamples, RPs seem (i) 
to trigger a specific reading on the antecedent, (ii) to depend on the complementizer system 
of the language, and (iii) to ban or restrict them from the subject position. We assume that 
possibly m and (iii) may be related to a semantic issue in question. The specific reading of 
the antecedent in the object position may be derived from the semantically-rich licensing 
heads such as V, whereas the semantically-empty heads such as 1 or T fail to license RP in 
the subject position. 
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[[Lisi ye shi [e] de] zhengju]. 

Lisi also be De evidence 

‘1 have found evidence to prove that Zhangsan stole something, but 1 can

not find the evidence to prove that Lisi also stole something.' 

(54) a. *[...... v P correlate!...ι[OP! [adiunct 恤nd......ye shi t!]] 
b. *[...... vP corre1ate!....], [OP! [cNPC •••• ye shi t!]] 

Further, when the antecedent c1ause contains an island as in (10a) , (l1a) , and 

(12a) , only the matrix reading rather than the embedded one is generated. This is 

different from ye/ (queJ.Aux/V. Take (10a) for example, as copied in (55), with 

only the default matrix reading ‘the fact Lisi stole Mary's money is not good, 
either.' We ascribe this matrix reading to the non-blocking operator movement 

in the second conjunct and to the fact that the only available antecedent of this 

empty shi-licensing operator is the main predicate of the first conjunct.26 

26. A reviewer kindly points out a counterexample to this claim in (i). 1 will try to ar部le that it 
may not really pose a problem to our analysis. 

(i) [Zhangsan chang tou Lisi de qian] hen bu hao, (tingshuo) Wangwu ye shi. 
Zhangsan often steal Lisi De money very not good hear Wangwu also be 

(Matrix/ embedded) 
'That Zhangsan often steals Lisi's money is not good, (1 heard that) so does Wangwu 
often steals Lisi's money.' 

Our analysis seems to fail to predict the embedded reading in (i). Further, the reviewer also 
notes that both (i) and (10b) do not involve a perfective verb and that the same ambiguity 
also occurs in the case of ye.Aux as in (ii) (cf. (13) and (51)). That implies that ye.shi and 
ye.Aux are in fact similar. 

(ii) Zhangsan yao dating Lisi qiang yinhang de xiao剖， (tingshuo) Wangwu ye yao. 
Zhangsan want find.out Lisi rob bank De news hear Wangwu also want 
(Matrix/ embedded) 
‘Zhangsan wants to find the news that Lisi robbed the bank, and (1 heard that) Wan. 
gwu also wants to.' 

However, when we take a closer look at the islands other than the subject island, it is easy 
to find out that the distribution of ye-shi is unique to the other patterns. 1n (iii) , when Com
plex NP and Adjunct islands are testified, the sentences without perfective verb still can“ 

not deduce the embedded reading. Only the matrix reading is allowed, resembling (lla) and 
(12a). 

(iii) a. Zhangsan yao dating [Lisi chang qiang yinhang de xiaoxi], (tingshuo) 
Zhangsan want find.out Lisi often rob bank De news hear 
Wangwu ye shi. (Matrix) 
Wangwu also be 
'Zhangsan wants to find the news that Lisi often robbed the banks, (1 heard that) so 
does Wangwu.' 
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(55) [[Zhangsan tou-le Mali de qian]j hen bu hao]!, OP!I * j [Lisi ye shi t!].27 

Zhangsan steal-Asp Mary De money very not good Lisi also be 

‘(l it.) That Zhangsan stole Mary's money is not good, so is the fact that Lisi 

has the same situation.' 

However, (14a) shows that it is still possible for ye-shi to confirm the content 

of the matrix scope or even the embedded scope when the antecedent clause 

contains the embedded structures. This ambiguity seems to contradict the 

matrix scope of ye-shi such as (lOa). To explain the cause of this disparity, we 

propose that the puzzle of the embedded reading can be resolved from the per

spectives of coordination by taking the ye-shi conjunct as a coordinate clause 

with either the matrix or embedded antecedent clause.28 It follows that the ambi

guity can only occur in the embedded structure without island intervention, 
making the parallelism in coordination possible. For instance, in (14a), repeated 

in (56), the ye-shi conjunct can be coordinated with the matrix antecedent clause 

as in (56a), which actually shows the so-called defau1t matrix reading just as 

(lOa). On the other hand, the ye-shi conjunct can also be coordinated with the 

b. Zhangsan [yinwei ta chang tou qian] cai bei tuixue, Lisi ye shi. 
Zhangsan because he often steal money then Pass drop.out Lisi also be 
(Matrix) 
‘Zhangsan dropped out of school because he often stole money, so did Lisi.' 

It implies that the embedded reading in (i) might be a special case, probably deduced from 
the equivocal phenomenon of subject island in Mandarin. We temporarily suggest that the 
first conjunct in (i) might be parsed into two parts as shown in (iv). The operator can only 
refer to the first correlate chang tou Lisi de qian ‘often steals Lisi's money' with human 
subject instead of the second correlate hen bu hao 'not very good' with non-human subject. 

(iv) Zhangsan [chang tou Lisi de qian], pro [hen bu hao], (tingshuo) [OP i 

Zhangsan often steal Lisi De money very not good hear 
[Wangwu ye shi t tJ]. 
Wangwu also be 
‘Zhangsan often steals Lisi's money and this is not good, (1 heard that) so does Wan
gwu.' 

27. Note that the search of the closest correlate is triggered by the operator-variable chain 
which is semantically旬empty due to the licensor shi and which is only open for the closest 
correlate in the first conjunct. This is different from the cases of ye-Aux and ye-V, which 
are guided by referential indexes, as depicted in Footnote 24. 

28. This notion is reminiscent of Lin's (2002) sharing model analysis on gapping as in (i). Along 
this vein, (56a) is a matrix C-sharing structure, and (56b) an embedded C悶sharing structure. 

(i) Highest head generalization (Lin 2002:33): 
When a head X is deleted as part of a deletion site, the first head c-commanding X that 
is not deleted must be a coordinate head. 
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embedded clause as in (56b), generating the embedded reading. 

(56)a. [Zhangsan [yiding zhidao Lisi chi-le na-ke pingguoU [OPI 

Zhangsan certainly know Lisi eat-Asp that-Cl apple 
[Laowang ye shi tl]]. 
Laowang also be 

‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang 
also certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple.' 

b. Zhangsan yiding zhidao [[Lisi [chi-le na-ke pingguoU [OPI 

Zhangsan certainly know Lisi eat-Asp that-Cl apple 
[Laowang ye shi tI1]]' 
Laowang also be 

‘Zhangsan certainly knows that Lisi has eaten the apple, and Laowang has 
also eaten the apple.' 

As to the embedded ye-shi in (14b), repeated as (57), its grammaticality can 
also be approached from the operator movement. Syntactically, we can assume 
that the operator is successively moved from the embedded clause to the matrix 
specifier position of the second conjunct, being co-indexed with the previous 
correlate hen nuli ‘very diligent'. From another perspective, the operator move
ment of ye-shi can be understood as being motivated by the satisfaction of the 
topic-comment predication between conjuncts. As we know, the semantically
empty shi fails to define the missing material as RP. Only by virtue of movement 
can the operator be bound by the closest correlate to fulfill the predication rela
tion (Williams 1980). That is the reason why the operator cannot stop in the 
intermediate position in (57), since the nearest predicate zhidao ‘know' would 
bind the operator, causing the second conjunct to be unable to be predicated of 
the first one and giving rise to anomaly. 

(57) Zhangsan [hen nul月1， [OPI [wo zhidao [t'l [Lisi ye-shi tl]]]]. 
Zhangsan very diligent 1 know Lisi also be 
‘Zhangsan is very diligent, and 1 know that so is Lisi.' 

In brief, the movement and licensing analysis of ye-shi can naturally explain 
the illicit backwards anaphora, ill-formed pragmatic antecedent, the island 
effect, and even the ambiguity and successive-movement in the embedded struc
tures. 
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6. Conclusion 

This paper has reached the following conclusions_ The semantic content of 
the licensing heads determines the degree of referentiality of the empty category, 
which further affects the use of resumption in island effect, backwards anaphora, 
pragmatic antecedent, and the third reading in μ/(que)-V_ When the heads are 
semantically-rich such as Aux and V 詛咒/ (que)-Aux/V , resumption as a last 
resort can be triggered to repair island conditions when a nominal or predicate 
operator movement is blocked by islands, as illustrated in (58a-b) and (59)_ 
Besides, the referential heads provide the operator-variable/RP chain with the 
strong referentiali旬， making possible the construal of backwards anaphora, 

pragmatic antecedent, and the third reading_ On the contrary, the semantically
empty shi in ye-shi fails to assign referentiality to the following empty category, 
excluding the possibility of the use of resumption, backwards anaphora, and 
pragmatic antecedenL The operator movement is the only choice in the case of 
ye-shi as in (60)_ Final妙， we conclude that in addition to the indefinite donkey use 
in (58c), operator movement and resumption play a crucial role in interpreting 
Mandarin VP-ellipsis_ 

(58) ye/ (que)-V 
a_ [___NP correlatel____], [OP1 [ ___ye/向ue)-V tl]] 
b_ [___NP correlatel___-l. [OP1 [恤nd ...ye/向ue)-V RP1]] 

c. [...indefinite NP correlatel], [...ye/ (que)-V E-type prol] 
(59)ye/向ue)-Aux

a. [...vP correlatel...], [OP1 [...ye/ (que)-Aux tl]] 
b. [...vP correlatel...], [OP1 [Island ...ye/向ue)-Aux verbal RP1]] 

(60)ye-shi 
[....vP correlatel], [OPI [...ye shi tl]] 

(Movement) 
(Resumption) 
(Donkey) 

(Movement) 
(Resumption) 

(Movement) 
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漢語動詞刪略句中的移位與接應代詞用法

魏廷冀
國立高雄師範大學

臺灣文化及語言研究所

摘要

本文探討漢語動詞刪略句中， I也是」、「也/(卻)助動詞J 及「也/(卻)動詞j

之後空號範疇的真實屬性。經過副詞刪略、向後照應、孤島限制、語用前行語、第

三指涉意，以及無定前行語之測試後，我們提出以 Shlonsky (1992) 和 Aoun，

Choueiri, and Hornstein (2001)所提，接應代詞用法為句法操作上最後手段之觀

念為基礎，認為從基底衍生的空號範疇會以運符移位的方式，提升至刪略小句前之

位置，指涉其前行語，其動機是為了滿足對等句之間的主題與評論的謂語關係;這

些空號範疇必須由一個中心語(是/助動詞/動詞)來認可。我們發現「也/(卻)

助動詞/動詞j 之所以有別於「也是J '允許向後照應、語用前行語及動詞第三指涉

意，但不遵守孤島限制的原因，在於其空號範疇之認可，是藉由語意明確的助動詞

和動詞來完成，不同於語意空洞的焦點標誌「是J ;換言之，明確的語意內涵賦予空

號範疇足夠的指涉能力，可以超越句界甚至孤島;以此我們推論指涉能力與接應代

詞用法關係密切;當運符移位受到孤島阻礙時， I也/(卻)助動詞/動詞」可以啟

動接應代詞用法，利用運符與接應代詞之間的約束，避開孤島違反，造成所謂孤島

修復之效應;反之「也是」遵守孤島條件，與其缺接應代詞之補救機制有關，因此

沒有孤島修復效應。最後我們歸納出三種空號範疇的可能屬性: t一)由運符移位產生

的變項; ，二)與運符約束的接應代詞; (三)與無定前行語照應的事件型空代詞。

關鍵輯:動詞刪略句，運符移位，變項，接應代詞，事件型空代詞，孤島修復效應

(~女稿日期: 2008.8.4 ;修正稿日期: 2009.2.12 ;通過刊登日期: 2009.4.23) 


